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PREFiCE 

I first b c ame interested in Noris about tvo years a o 

when I read McTe u;ue. In rea ing t hat novel I , as struck by 

the artist ic flavor of natur lism--natural is a s an artistic 

technique as vell ·s world vie v. I read other naturalistic 

novels: especially those of Zola , Dreiser , and , of course, 

Norris. Then I be 0 an to look into the publishe scholarship 

dealing ivith naturalism and, especially, with Norris. There 

seemed to be little real agreement anywhere about anything . 

I therefore decided to do my thesis in this area . I chose to 

do, primary study of The Octopus because, first of all , I 

felt that comn ents on the novel rn.c e, for the ost Jart, 

superficial. Secondly, it see ed to me t .. t, l t 10u gh 

generalizations about naturalism abounded, )rimary evidence 

and analysis were sparse . I felt t l at more rim~ry evidence 

and analysis were needed before one cou l justly evaluate 

these eneral·zations. Thus t e chief value of this thesis 

to future schol arshi is to contribute to t1at pri ary evidence . 

I a1 gr teful to Dr . Clinton C. Keeler, my a viser, for 

his gu i dance and to r . Cecil B. lilliams or his co ,1ments on 

my manuscri t. Both h·ve allowed me as 1uc latitude as I 

wold stand , yet both h ve been q ick to advise mew en I 

needed a<lvice , as I often did . 
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CIIAPT~t I 

Fr nk Norris ' epic novel of the Far est, The Octopus, 

was published in 1901. Norris (1870-1902) had formulated 

a swee ing pl an for a "Trilogy of The Epic of the ' h,;;;;at, 11 in 

which 11!£ Octopus was to deal with the production of wheat, 

The it (19 3) dth the distribution of wheat, and ~ olf 

(never written) with the consumption of wheat . But in 

~ Octo 1 us, as to a lesser degree in 'fhe _!_, the mechanics 

of the wheat process constitute only one p rt of the surface 

subject matter of the novel. Norris included a 11 Yar between 

the wheat grower and t e .tiailroad Trust; 11 a romantic e >isode 

between a mystic she herd and a young girl who had been dead 

for sixteen years; a parallel love story between a prune

eating, lHckcns-r(;ading, ttfeemale-hater 11 and an idyllic milk

maid; and _a manhunt for a 11-ronged ex-railway ent::,;ineer. I 

call these elements "surface subject matter" because they 

are but the narrative raw material of a novel which, through 

Norris ' utilization of certain artistic techniques, contains 

a sub-str tu of si6 nificant ideas. It is the purpose of this 

thesis, first, to examine the nature and the consistency of 

this sub-stratum and, second, to investigate the manner in 

which these ideas have been presented ·s art . 

Before proceeding directly to an analysis of The 

Octovus , however, it vill be well both to an lyze Norris' 

1 
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t 1cory of novel- itin ,. as it >crtains to ''he Octoous an to 

review existing criticism of the novel. T1e former ill be a 

distinct aid in int r'>reting Norris• artistic atti tuda as 

he wrote!!..£ vctoµus, an the latter will incicat the criti

c al void ~hich tis study will unde'take to fill . 

In one of h is 1ost i tcresting essays, Norris is aliost 

vehement in assertin.; that the best kind of novel" ••• ,roves 

something, dra•s conclusions fro vhole congeries of forces, 

social ten encics, race impulses, devotes itself not to a 

study of men but of man. 111 He cites s n exa le Victor 

Hugo's Les isernblcs un calls this kin of 11ovcl the "novel 

wi th a purpose . 11 The ctopus is a novel ~it11 a pur11ose, and, 

like other such successful novels, it has voided, for the 

most mrt, the cculiar artistic hazartls of tho genre: 

preaching and ill-aclvised abstraction. 

The novelist avoi · s pr ac ling by becoming engrossed in 

the "page-to- age progress of the narrative.' He ust re ard 

his purJose (his theme) in the same vay th t the .usician 

r gar els his keynote, i. c . us a guidin ,· or organizing princi

le. Perha£s one of the most vuli criticis 1s of Norris' 

n-itings is thnt he f llowed his tlictu to excess. He 

became so absorbed in his c 1 1racters and story tl at his 

pur ose, at least his ideolo icr.tl purp so, becmae blurred 

11~·rank orris, 0 T e Novel i th a >ur1,ose , 11 in he Co -
plctc ~orl s .2£ Frank orris (Ne York, n.d. ), IV, 265. -
Subse uent references ill be to , 'orks. 



in the process. If one is to get at the ideas 11'Jithin 1'he 

Octopus, he must be prepared to take int.o account this 

artistic .flaw of over-absorption; he must be 1:,repared to 

discount certain .factors in the narrative when he examines 

the ideas in the novel. 

Hamlin Garland records in his autobiogra1>hy. that William 
r; 

Dean Howells once advised him, 0 Don't 11reach,--exemplify. "'"" 

Norris' observation on novel-writing has much the same 

flavor when he says that a novel "deals l"lith elemental forces, 

motives that stir whole nations •. These can not be handled 

as abstractions in fiction. 03 Along with preaching, then, a 

.peculiar artistic hazard of this genre is abstraction. 

Nearly ev,H'yone will agree that, as Norr is says, °Fiction can 

find expression only in the concrete. u 4· Howev,er, the writer 

of a purpose novel continually faces the temptation to draw 

his "conclusions .from a whole congeries of forces" by means of 

a generalization or a mechanical symbol. 'fhis dangerous 

temptation is closely related to the sin of preaching and it 

can be avoided in a similar manner. That is, the novelist's 

generalizations (his conclusions) must be drawn from the 

concrete elements of the narrative; and his symbols must be 

concrete and integrated into the narrative. 

2Hamlin Garland,! .§.2.!! .2! .!.!!£. Middle Border (New· York, 
1917), p. 417. 

3.Franlc Norris, Works, IV, 266. 

4 Ibid. 
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Norris does not d~al in any detail with the :problem of 

the relationship between concreteness and abstraction in his 

Es.says .2!! Authorship; yet the problem is central to an intery;re

tation of The Octopus. For example, the reader of this novel 

finds himself face to.face with a recurring metaphorical 

description of the Pacific and Southwestern Railroad as a.n 

octopus, a metaphor which gives the J{ailroad a symbolic meaning:. 

at one level, the octo1-rus stanus for a trust; at a secom.l 

level, it stands for all trusts; and at a third level, it 

stands for a Vaf;ue, im1)ersonal force which destroys whatever 

stands in its way. However, no matter how broadly one abstracts 

the symbolic meanint~ of tho 1:?ailroad, :i.t has vx1 integ;ral 

function as a literally conceived institution, and not as a 

symbol, on the narrative level of the novel. Thus Norris' 

symbol is concrete and integrated into the narrative; and it 

therefore effectively represents an abstract idea. 

In a sE.mse of nconcreteness 11 different from t.hat of the 

previous paragraph, Norris hcis been concrete in.st'Gall. of 

general. That is, Norris has, in the best naturalistic 

tradition, made use of minute detail in~ Octopus--detail 

which gives abstract· meaning a solid foundati(}n upon which 

to rest. For cxaraple, the incident in Chapter I 0£ .!!!.£ 

Octopus, as Presley sees the shee1> slaughtered by the train, 

foreshadows ti1e outcome o.f the v1heat rancher's battlo with , 

the railroad trust. The incident ultimately SU}}i10rts Norris' 

deterministic thesis that men are at the mercy of vague, 
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impersonal forces and have, finally, little or no control 

over their destiny. One notices the concrete detail and the 

lack of directly abstracted meaning in the description of the 

incitlent. 

In some way, the herd of sheep--Vanamee's herd--had 
.found a breach in the wire fence by the, right o.f way and had 
wandered out u11on the tracks. A band had been crossing just 
at the moment of the engine's passagc ••• The iron monster had 
charged full into the midst, merciless, inexorable. To the 
right and left, all the width of the right of way, the little 
bodies had been flung; backs were sna;_)ped against the fence 
posts; bruins knocked out. Caught in the bnrbs of the wire, 
wedged in, the bodies hung suspended. Underfoot it wu:; 
terrible. The black blood, winkin~ in the starlight, seeped 
down into the c!inkers befarnen the ties with a prolonged 
sucking murmur. 

'fhe poorest sentence in this description is only four words 

long: ''Under.foot it v.ras terrible. u In this sentence, Norris 

loses his seeming objectivity and, instead o.f expressing 

meaning through concr·ete detail, directly exposes his atti-

tude. Despite such occasional lapses, however, Norris 

usually builds a concrete foundation of' detail upon which 

abstraction can safely rest. 

The novel with a purpose (and f;rcferably with a compre

hensive theme), then, is to Norris the best kind of novel. 

The two peculiar artistic hazards· of the purpo3e ncvel are 

preaching and ill-advised abstraction. The one can be avoided 

i.f the author becomes raor~e interested in his story and 

characters than in his theme; however, this does not negate 

5 Frank Norris, Works, I, 42. Subsequent refet'ences to 
!!!.£ Octopus throut;hout this thesis will be by page number 
only. 
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the importance of the purpose nor mitigate Norris' artistic 

offensf;;l of becoming excessively absorbed in his story and 

charact~rs. The latter artistic hazard can be avoided by the 

novelist's integration of his symbols into the narrative and 

by his continuous use of the concrete. 

Norris' expository writings are helpful in interpreting 

!.h2, Octopus; criticism by others should also be helpful, even 

though, in proportion to the number o.f writings, fev1 J>erceptive 

insights have resulted from over half a century's criticism 

of Norris' vmrk.. An early reviewer predicted that The Octopus 

would be 

••• a book certain to arouse .favorable and unfavorable comment, 
to be liked and disliked, to be looked at .from many varying 
points of taste and th.ought, but at all events not a book ..... 
to be passed over as sli.g;ht, trifling, or merely amusing. u 

The prediction, though general, has at least the merit of 

anticipating the varied, often antithetical attitudes toward 

The Octopu~. 

One might divide criticis,:; of 11!£. Octopus into four 

· - rough categories: (1) contemporary revi0ws, (2) a Norris 

revival beginnin~ in the early 1930 1 s, (3) periodical writings 

since the early reviews, and (4) commentnries on Norris' work 

in histories of tho novel, especially of the naturalistic 

novel,. 

6!!!£ Outlook, LXVII (i\pril 20, 1901), 923-24 •. 
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Contemporary reviews of!!!£. Octopus are generally 

laudatory, but thoy ofter more of an insight into the varying 

attitudes of the period than into the novel. Ernest Marchand 

has effectively summarized the situation; he points out that 

the body of early Norris criticism 

••• reveals that en6aging diversity of opinion which ah:iays 
a.f.fords a malicious satisfaction to the man skeptical of 
absolute values in li torature. The student who makes his liiaY 

patiently through the contemporary reviews, antl through 
all that has since been written of Norris, will learn a good 
many thinr:;s about him and his work that cannot lie down 
peaceably together in the same mind ••• 

He will hear that the mysticism o.f The Octo:-:ms is 
'pre1)osterous • and t on the other hand, that it is the saving 
.feature o.f th.e work. He tdll hear th..1t there is a 'lade 
of vivid character drawing' in this novel .... but against this 
it is declared that the wrongs and sufferings o:f l'.iagnus, Uyke, 
Annixtcr 1 and Hilma 'touch us as if they were personal 1'riends.' 
Norris' interest was not that of the ethical teacher, the 
reformez:· who turns on the light•; not so: 'He never hesitated 
to right a wrong.' 'fhe sumptuous dining of the Gerards and 
their guests while l1rs .. Hooven dies of hunger is a masterly 
scene, big; nonsense! it is nothing but yellow journalism ••• 
. And so the catalot;Ue of irreconcilables might be extended 
to incl,de every aspect of Norris' work down to the last 
detail. 

Other than oi'fering some curious and sugg.estive differences 

of opinion, the early revim'ls of !!:!.£. Octopus are of little 

help in dealing with the problem of ideas and th.e ma1L,0r 0£ 

their presentntion in the novel. And the years between 

Norris' death (1902) and the Norris revival of tho early 

1930' s offer less help, for nothing s,ig;nificant wes written 

7Ernest Marchan.cl, Frank Norris:~ Stutly (Palo Alto, 
California, 1942), pp. 193-96. This bouk has a nearly 
comi::ilete Norris bilJliogra:phy and directions to further Norris 
material. 
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about Norris during that time. 8 

The publication of Franklin f:alker' s biography of Norris 

(1932) 9 seems to have given impetus to a Norris revival 

alroacty iH~gun; tt:i.c next yen.r sav,r tile puolicatj_0n of r.:iorius 

thencourt' s excellent study of Zola's in.fluence on Norris. IO 

And in 1942, Marchand published his full length study of 

Norris' work. Although none of these studies deals with the 

central problem of The Octopus as a work of art, the .first 

steps toward an interest in Norris had nevertheless been taken. 

And from 1930 forward, Norris incrGased in importance slowly 

but inevitably. Commentaries on his •:10rk ap~:s,ear in periodi

cals with a respectable frequency until 1950. 11 

From 1930 to 1940., twelve articles on .Norris ap£)ear in 

periodicals; only one, however, deals t:d th The Octopus. 

From 1940 to 1950, eir;ht articles aJJl?.,Car on Norris, and three 

8six articles dealing with Norris were published from 
1903-1930. ( 1905, '07, '13, '14, '28,' 29). See Lewis Leary, 
Acticles .2!! American Literature: 1900-1950 (Durham, N.C., 1954). 
None of these articles are chiefly concerned with .TI!£ Octopus. 

9Franklin 'olalkcr, Frank Norris: ! Biot'.,raphy (.New York, 
19,~'J) u ...... , 

10Marius Biencourt, Une Influence du Naturalisrae I<'rancais 
£!!. Anierique :. Frank Norri'i\Pv.ris, 1933). 

11since 1950, the only article I can find published about 
Norris is by Henry van .Piper, ..,Frank Norris an<l Scott 
Fitgerald,u HVJ, XIX (August, 1956), 393-400. 
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-·- 12 of them (foal specifically with 'fhe l1cto,,Ql!.,S. Furthermore,. 

in 1947 '!'he ,,,,o_c_t_o_,i __ .n_1_§ was finally reprinted. Thus, not only 

Norris, but more s1;ccif ica.lly The Octo2us, has been cri ti-

cally e:x.amined with an increasing frequency sincf, 19;30 in. 

periodical articles. Several book-length studies also 

; and comm,';lntaries on Norris in histories of the 

American novel now 

the ideas in 'fi1e Octo1ms, their 

.i:1rtistic ob,jectificati(HJ into the elements of fiction 1 e p '\. &(:,'.10' 

symbol, , plot, setting), and Norris' consist 

ids:rnlogicnl Sj}CCtive not been c etely stood. 

s 

es on The (.1cto;Jus 

of the - ¥Jni tcci ,.,, j ' .. ·!· l!rp h " 
VU V' ~.L.i,tt.:; 

usual.TI.y st ed. as ou1.c" fir st gre:at economic 
1 ~, 

sis novel ••• i,.L.u 

This observation is probaLly based, to a lar ' on. 

Novel in Ame:cicr~ (Chapel 

Hill, N.C., 1942), which deals in some detail th The 

Octo4;11s--yet only fr·om this semi-historical point of view 

of the Americi;0n economic :novel. 

l 21lJ' 'L r? i:)li!11.· .,,,.,, {f' ~r" ~1 T:\i·I ortlv"ll 1· c~ -~~Ix-~·;· 1',l ".:~;i ]" "l'"':l ~-~ .~:rn"\l ._-::,. (l'1c A o·,J1! C • /~ Lt. -o.-. . ....... ~;i. ~ ,!'.Ae:,'1,,;.., ' .i Ji. Q .i!..J :.A; -~A .. .!U,~ J....\l . .J.'""' d l.,:. i '(,.,!,.;:). ,!,:ti, 

Correlation of His 'fheory and Practice, 11 Ameri£.ill!_ Literature, 
XII 0-~ay, 191;.0), 218-227 o C. C. alcutt, '1.!?rank Norris on 
Realism mH.l Naturalism," Ji1rne}:iA{°t~! Literatpr_£, XIII (rilarch, 
1941), 61-63. G.~. Meyer, "A New Intergretntion of The 
Octopus, £2!..h::$9' Eng1~?3l:~, IV (iJiarch, 19,.13)~ 331-59. 

II, 1031. 
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F'urthermorc .. 'I'h<~ Octopus is often studied as one of the f!iants ,-..--- -- .,,_ 

"' 1 • • .. t 1 · 14 0.1 cariy 1uner1can m.1 ·urG. 1.sm. But the point of' vimv in 

these studies is generally o:ne of ninfluences 0 --not the best 

ap.}roach to understantlin:g com;?letely the ideas and art oi' 

'l'he Octopu~. 1'his is :not to say th.at such. studies are. o.f 

no use; on the contrary, many o.f them are of no small value 

in another context. :nut for the purpose of interpreting 

!.h£ pctopus as a work of art, they are of but pa.rtial value, 

.for they are but partial studies. 

A second possible cause of tb.e lack of cmni}lete under-

strmding is that n ••• the principles at the foundation of' 
··. le:'. 

the book were never thoug;ht throug;h 0 by Norris. sJ 'fhus, 

t.he novel cannot be completely understood because Norris 

supposedly did not understand the idoas himself and did not, 

therefore, present th.em undcrstarulably. Commentators 

\•1ould fintl 1.:rhat seemed to be either vague, ambigt1ous ideas 

or contradictory attitudes in The Octopus, which. 1vould 

then subject the novel to diverse interpretations .. For 

l . ' exmnp e ~ imagine the contradictory criticism which might 

be f'ormulatcd. by a consideration o:f these two passages, 

both representing the thoughts of Presley. 

Forces, conditions, lmvs of supply and de:mand--were these 
tht1n the enemies, .after all? Not enemies; there was 5:g 
malevolence in Nature. Colossal indifference only ••• 

14 See, for ex.:~r,!ple, Lars Ahnebrink, .TI!£ Bep;inninf~S .2f 
Nuturnlism in f~merican 17ictio:n (Cambridge, fJas::_;;., .i950) .. 

15LHUS II, 1033. --' 
16 · 417 le, pp. . - 0. 
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'l."he larger vie¥1 always and through all shruns, all wicked
nesses, discovers the Truth. that will, in the end, prevail, 
and all things, f!iJrely, inevitably, resistlessly ,vork to
gether for good. 

At first Presley had thought that Nature was malevolent; but 

no, now it is colossally indifferent. And then, in the second 

p4,lssage, Nature is ultimately beneficent; it is a Hegelian 

Nature. 

These two passages and others like them are, despite 

assertions to the contrary, reconcilable within the frame

work of the novel; for both are to be analyzed and interpreted 

dramatically, not absolutely. That is, Norris is not making 

contradictory assertions; Presley is. Presley is changing 

his mind. It is one of the purposes of th.is thesis to 

demonstrate th.at such absolutely contradictory, but dramati-

cally consistent, passai:;es follow o pattern tlu'oughout the 

novel. '!'he existence of this pattern shows tho .fallacy in 

asserting that "' .... Norris has no consistent position on the 

vast economic and metaphysical problems he raises. 018 

Before c.1:tlining the pattern of the novel, however, one 

must first point out the angle of view from which Norris 

constructs~ Octopus. Norris assumes the existence of 

.forces over which men have little or no control and about the 

operation of which men have little speci.fic knowledge. In 

.!h!, Octopus (as, theoretically, in the empirical world), 

these .forces control both the actions of men and the 

17p. 473. 

18LHUS, II, 1032. 
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consequences o.f those nct:ions. Ttwy are re1_:n:·esented in the 

novel the riailro.ad Trust (a man-made fo:rce) and the 

wheat (a natural .force). Norris makes the further assu?,1ption 

that in so:m.e mysterious way the wheat will inexorably flow 

from the California wheat fields to the lilouth.s of' hungry 

consumers all over the world .. The Railroad aids the wheat 

in its progress, and men will be destroyed if they try to 

interfere ,vith the process of this natural law. 

In theory, it 1.1ould seem that man should be able to 

control those forces which he creates; but, i:n practice, he 

cannot. As Shelgrim, the president o;f the Paci.fie and 

Southwestern Railroad, says to Presley, 

••• if I run my road, as a business Qroposrt1.on, I ca.n do 
nothing. I can E:.2.1 control it. It is a force born out o:f 19 
certain conditions, a:nd 1--no man--can. stop it or control it.-

Tbe wheat is also a man-made force in a sense; at le,a.st, man 

is a yJre-condition of its existence. · For, if men (lo not 

plant and nurture the 1N1ieat, it cannot flourish.. i.:[onever, 

like Shelgrim and the railroad, the l'lTheat ranchers cannot, 

according to .Norris' assmncd natural law, control the whe{it 

once they plant it, unless they destroy it; aniil J.est:ructton 

is not co:ntrol. Thkm' s creatiV\'..} .colationshi:p to these forces 

is similar to that o.f the wgtchmaker to the ·,mtch in that 

favorite mudogy of the eighteeuth-century rationalists. He 

19 L1.17_ p. ± -
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creates but Cfinnot int(:rf'ere with the operation of thr:.t which 

he s createtl. 

Given. the existence, then, of u.nco:ntrollable and, as 

shall be pointed out later, ul tima.tely unknowable .forces, what 

is man's subsequent relationship to them? .Are they 

henefic{3:nt, malevol,ent, or indifferent? The a:ns,,1er to this 

crm.:::st:lon contains the core of' Norris' :perspective in 'Ihe 

()ctopu~. Norris answers it several but in describing 

Ann.ic .Uerrick' s atti tu.de tmmrd the wheat .fields, one .fe;:;ls 

he is describing his own attitude. 

She felt vividly that ce,·tain u:ncons1eniality v:llich, 1Nhen 
all is said, :f cirever reHH,:d..ns between lH.u,iani ty and the enrt:h 

., . ., t . t -~?, • ·1 tl 1· l . . ... f'f' ;1h11.cn su1JJ,;or s 1 ·• l::i.1ae recog;ruzeti ~ co. ossa 1ruu. · erence 
of .nature, not hostile, even kindly and friendly, so long &s 
the human ant-swarm wus submissive, working wJ.th it, hurrying 
along; rtt its sicle ••• Lct, ho\vevcr, the insect rebel ••• and at 
once it beca1iie relentless, a gigantic engine, a vast :i.J011er ••• ; 

crushing out the human atom with soundless calm, the agony of 
destruction sending never a jar, never the faintest tremo~ 

/;, l, h 11 ' ' t ., -· . " . ~ • l ' ~1 ·1.-11l"ou.g a· t.n.1: zn:·ocu~;ious mec11G;,rasm 0.1. ·w;1eo · s an(;;. cogs. 

By nature Norris means all the forces operating; in the 

tmiverse--inclutling; not only tl1ose t'12ilich ive ordinarily call 

:natur.:1,l, but also those ii"Jhich arc man-created yet function as 

inexorably and as unknownbly ets :natura.l forces. 

If it is true tha.t, i.'rom No:cris' a.ngliB of view, the 

forces of nature are indifferent to man, it is clso true 

that, in Th:c; Octouus, these same forc(~S .§££!! ei thcrr tienefi-

cent or malevolent to a given character or group of 

20 See pp. 418. 

My italics. 
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characters--a situation. \Yhich has given commentators a good 

deal of trouble. However, if one interprets the attitude 

of these characters dramatically while continua1ly remen1bering 

that Norris himself sees those forces as in.different, there 

is no longer a problem about Norris' consistency in The 

Octopus. For example., the wheat ranchers th.ink of' the rail

road as malevolent; their perspective is characterized by 

their .attitude towards .. Behrman; for, as Norris soys, there 

is nno denying the fact that for Osterman, Broderson, 
0 22 Annixter, and Derrick, s. Behrman vms the railroad. Yet 

S., Behrman is only utbe representative o.f the Pacif'ic and 
23 Southwestern llailroad in that section° of' California; he 

is not the railroad itself. I.f he were destroyed, the rail

road would hardly be affected. The iwint is that, -al though 

the ranchers see the railroad as malevolent, their perspective 

is not necessarily Norri.st. To interpret.!!!.2. Octopus 

validly, one must keep the t·t10 separate. 

From this assumption of indifferent forces Norris lms 

constructed the intellectual :pattern of The Octopus. Each 

of his characters is related to both the forces of the novel, 

the wheat and the railroad. By this relationshi1.> Norris 

organizes his novel into an enormous answer to the question:. 

how can a man, when in conflict with the indif.f.erent forces 

of nature, control his destiny? To this question Norris 

29 
·-p. 53. 

23Ibid. 
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offers no generalized answer. Ha contents himself Yd th 

demonstrating that 110 i::mswer has yet been .found, at least 

by the iJCOfJle v:ho move through the pages of his novel. 'fhis 

is his purpose, his theme. ltnd he presents it by means 0£ 

a most tnteresting technique. The characters of The OctoDus 
~· ... ,ii.-

are arranged so that they fall into three groups ( v:i th over-

r~ t · ' · tt · · · · t vne group ries to answer .:10 ques-t1.on in ·erms 

of art; another in terms of econQmics; and another in terms 

of philosophy. Furthermore, there are several different 

attem11ted ansWE!rs in each group. None are conclusive ancl 

eac!1 character reaps the consequences of his attempted 

answer, which is, incidentally, not ahvays put into words. 

Sometimes the anm'.ler is only suggested by action; but more 

often than not the answer is couched in both words ru-u:i 

action. Since the artistic ideas in The Octcrrms have never ~ ..... __ 

been .fully considered and accounted .for--o:ften th~y are 

hardly mentionctl--i t will be well to examine first the 

stratun1 o.f art in the .novel. 



CHAPT:2It II 

The Octopus is one of those books which gather together 

many aspects of human life and thought between their covers. 

It has ten important characters and more than ten not so 

important ones; and it deals with ideas in art, economics, 

and philosophy. One could expect that the unification of 

so many varied people and ideas into an artistically coherent 

work would be no simple task. Yet Norris has been remarka-

bly successful in welding a whole out of so many parts. 

His most obvious .forging tool is Presley, the character 

through \t.rhose eyes me.ny of the story's hapj.-5enings are seen. 

As one commentator has put it, 

The poet j_Presley_/ is intended to susta~n the same relations 
to the story as were held by the chorus in the old Greek 
tragedies. He interprets for the reader by struggling to 
understand conditions himself. 

The Octopus begins \,d th Presley's being told of' the 

chief conflict of the story--tbe battle between the wheat 

ranchers and the railroad over wheat hauling rates. In the 

first chapter, Presley's holiday bicycle trip allows the 

reader to make a first acquaintance with a number of important 

characters: the Hooven f'amily, who :figure in an anticlimactic 

10The Octopus," The Independent, LIII (May 16, 1901), 
1139. 

16 
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trag~:::idy near the end of the :novel; Dyke, the raih~oad 

engineer whose fl i[;ht frmn the law after he robs a train 

provides the most excitinc; si:nt;lc evisode of the 11ov,.;;l; 

A.n:n.ixter, who is ter~1p1::rar.1t::!ntally the opiwsi te of l?resley 

and reads Da.vid Co;)(1Grfield. continually; Harra.n Derrick, 

the son of rancher itiagnus Derrick; and Vananwe, u a pO{Jt by 
') 

inst in.ct, where Presley was but a .i.JOe t by training. 11 ""' 

During the tri,;i, one also h8n.rs of other cha.racters 

who are to f'igu . .r'e in tho story: B. Behrman, the storeotyl'H3d, 

fat, florid., ev.i.l representa.tive of the railroad, who blocks 

the farmers' battle for fair wheat hauling rates and who, 

near the end. of the novel, meets a poetic.:.Llly just but 

artistically u:nconvincin.g dee.th under a landslitle 01· wheat; 

Magnus Derrick, the almost, but not quite, impeccably honest 

leader of the 1.vheat farm.er s, vJhose;i tragic disgrace symbolizes 

the e:nd of a political arn.1 social epoch; Father Sarria, a 

Catholic priest wi10 syrapathizes th Va.narnee's :problems and 

who is founO. to be a man, he sides being a priest, urho:n he 

is d:iscovered carrying fig;hting-cocks to his pari ; and 

.Angel Varia:n, 

sort of sixth sense wh1ch can on.ly 

It i.s also in this first chapter thc:t Presley sees the 

sordid slaughtE~r of the sheep iihich foresh2.dows the rcsul t 

of the wheat far:mer..:.railroad battle to follow. 
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It might he well to examine exactly what Norris has 

accomplished :in his introductory chay;ter. First, he has 

acquaintlfHi his readers with most of the u1iu1y characters in 

the novel. Second, he has brought the main conflict of the 

story to their attention. 'fhird, he has l'oreshad.owed, in 

true naturalist fashion, the inescapable_rosult of that 

conflict; Norris would call t:his f'oreshadovdng by means of 

the sheep slaug;hter the npivotal event II o.f the .first chapter .. 

And fourth, he has set the stage for the various artistic 

answers to the stion of man's ability to control his 

d.estin.y when he is in an improper relat.ionsh:tp to inexorable 

natural forces .. These answers form a 11 stratum of art 0 in 

the novel .. 

B.ecause of' its importan.ce in the analysis, this termi-

nolot~Y deserves special explanation~ By "stratum of art ri 

I mean to indicate that there are six characters in The 

Oqtopus who are att(:mpti.ng to answer, in terms of the 

question of· man's ability to control his destiny:. Mrs. 

Derrick, Presley, Vanmnee, .An.nixter, Mrs. Ceda.rquist, and 

Hartruth. Th.ere were at least two alternatives in choosing 

this terminology: "hierarchy of artu and "l<1vel of art. 11 

Neither, however, adequately suggests the nature and inter-

relationships of these six answers. HierarchI, suggests too 

strongly a step-by-step progression of answers, each one 

better or worse th.an another. To a certain degree it is 

true that Norris approves of, say, Vanamee's answer in 

preference to Mrs. Cedarquist's; there is a slig;ht progressive 
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relationship between some or these answers. But it is too 

slight to merit the use of the word hierarchy. If one were 

dealing with only the group oi' characters which answers the 

question in terms of art, level would be an adequate word. 

But latc:r the answers in terms of economics and philosophy 

must also be considered; and it is in relationship to these 

two other groups that level is misleading. The word 

connotes a relationship of "higher 0 or 11 lower.u But the 

true relationship of these three groups of answers (in 

terms o.f art, economics, and philosophy) is, in !h£ Octopus, 

on a plane, more like three pieces of a jig-saw puz~de 

which, when fitted together, mal<:e up a whole. Thus level 

misleads one as to the relationship of one grou1:i of answers 

to thc:ai other tYrn, and hierarch~ misleads one as to the 

relationship of the single answers within a given group. 

Perhaps more for its colorlessness than anything else, then, 

"stratum of art" best suggests the nature and relationships 

of artistic answers in!!:!£ Octopus to the question of man's 

ability to control his destiny. 

Norris makes the mcmbi:;;rship of :,&rs. Derrick. in the 

stratum of art obvious. Her answer to the question can be 

seen by reading carefully Norris' description of h,.or and by 

understanding; her attitude as she talks with Presley. 

Her one ambition was to see Italy and the Bay of Naples. 
The 'M:arble Faun,' Raphael's 'Madonnas' and 'Il Troyatore' 
were her beau ideals of literature and art ••• LJfover/ for 
one moment since the time her glance first lost itself in 
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the unbroken immensity of the ranchos had she known a moment's 
content ••• She did not want to look at so much viheat. There 
was something vaguely indecent in the sight, this food of 
·the people, this eleinental Iorce, this basic energy, weltering 
here under the sun in all the unconscious nakedness of a 
sprawling, primordial Titan ••• LS2./ she retired within herself. 
She surrounded herself with books. Her tagte was of the 
delic~.cy of point lace .• !". ~Ma.rius .. the·~.Epicurecm.t' .~The Es .. says 
of Bl1.a,' 'Sesame and Lilies,' ''!'he Stones of vmuce,' and 
the little toy magazines, full of the flaccid banalities of 
the 'Minor Poets,' were continually in her hands. 

When Presley had ap.pea.red on Los Muertos she ••• looked 
forward to long conversations with the young man on lit<:?rature, 
art, and ethics. But P1~esley had disa1),pointcd hnr ~~· His 
indifference to 'style,• Llike Norris' indifferenc,2/ .... iv.as 
a positive affront. His savage abuse and open ridicule of 
the neatly phrased rondeaux arid sestinas and chtmson<)ttes of 
the little magazines wees to her mind a wanton and uncalled-
.for cruelty. She found his Hom.er, with its slaughters and 
hecatombs and barbaric feastings and headstrong passions, 
violent and coarse. She could not see with him any romance, 
any poetry in the life around her; she looked to Italy for 
that. His 'Song of the West,,' v,chicb only once, incoherent and 
fierce, he had tried to explain to her, its swif·t, tumultuous 
life, its truth, its nobility and savagery, its heroism and 
obscenity, had revolted her. 

'But Presley,' she had nmrmurect, 'that is not literature.' 
.'No,l 4e had cried between his teeth, •no, thank God, 

it is not.• 0 

From Norris' own commein~s, it is knou'n tht}t he does not 

approve of people whoso artistic taste is nof the delicacy of 

point lace, 11 who crin~;e at th.e sight of nature's pov;er and 

its representation in Homeric poetry, and ivho finally retreat 

into themselves and their effete literature. Such an. 

attitude is less than no answer at all to the question o.f 

hov,r man can control his destiny. Annie Derrick hates and 

fears the immensity of the wheat; her reaction to the 

con.flict over wheat rates is ,vithdrawal, and she pays the 

consequences of her answer. For, in the la.st pages of the 
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novel, she is a woman °,~,t10 knows she can suffer no further. n4 

Jl.s has been pointed out, Prc~sley is the Greek chorus 

of~ Octopus; by struggling to understand conditions for 

himself, he interprets for the reader. He is a poet living 

in California in order to find material vlfi th which to write 
~ 

a great epic poem, "Song of the Uest.a 0 As he struggles to 

discover what the true subject of his poetry should be, the 

reader learns that art cannot even a_pproacll an answer to the 

question of man's ability to control his destiny unless it 

at least deals with the subject directly. Presley finds that 

the subject of art is not to be found in a modern co_py of 

Homer's rosy fingered dawn6 , nor in an ancient romrmcc 

bet~veen a Mexican .Don ::md a beautiful v.rom&n. 7 It is to be 

sought in the life and sufferings of the People. And so 

Presley's only successful poetic endeavor is a poem called 

0 'fhe Toilers, 11 vi!hich is a 11 commcnt upon the social fabric. 08 

' Norris points out why Presley succeeded with this poem and 

.failed in his previous attempts. 

4p. 450. 

5It is intercsti.nv; to note a parallel between Prosley 
and Norris here: Norris spent :four months in California 
gathering material for fil Octopus., just as Presley does for 
his poem. 

7 p. 21. 

8 p. 269 •. 
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He saw why he had never grasped the inspiration for his vast, 
vague, impersonal Song of the ~~est. At the time when he 
sought for it, his convictions had not been aroused; he had 
not then cared for the People ••• Now he was one of the Peor;le; 
he had been stirred to his lowest de1Jths. His earnestness 
was almost a frenzy. Be believed, and so to him all things 
were possible at once. 

The stratum of art has moved from Annie Derrick•s 

withdrawal into feminine literature to Presley's successful 

poem of the Peo_ple. Presley had, at first, assumed an 

attitude toward the wheat and the conflict over wheat-

hauling rates faintly similar to that of N'a .. s. Derrick:. 

" ••• these eternal fierce bickerings between the .farmers ••• 

and the ••• Railroad irritated him and wearied him. 010 But 

he soon became sympathetically involved ,vith the ranchers and 

thereby discovered that in such conflicts lay the answers to 

the mysteries of life. 'l'he wheat became, to him, a symbol 

of eternal renascence. :However, like w1r's. Derrick's, 

perhaps Presley's answer is also no answer at all. For the 

most he tells the reader is with what emotions the artist 

must search for answers. That is, one must sym.pathize with 

those who are battling the inscrutable forces before h.e can 

understand the cause of their suffering and ~erhaps suggest 

a remedy for it. Such knowledge, however, is not the 

answer, as Presley found out: " ••• he emerged from the affair ••• 

with not one sane suggestion as to remedy or redress."11 

9 pp. 269-70. 

iop. 13. 

11 p. 223. 
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There is a:nother characteristic of Presley which, 

perhaps more than any other, sup;:;;orts Norris' thesis thi::-1t 

there has not yet been found an answer to the question of 

how man can control his destiny. Presley, it seems, tries 

everything: at first be is indifferent to the conflict; he 

becomes, for a time, an anarchist; he tries to change the 

order of ttilng;s through his poetry and through an impassioned 

but unsuccessful speech; finally, he accepts an absurd stoic 

philoso1,hy, which will be discussed later. Nothing seems 

to work for him; nothing seems to he the answer. fi'or hm:1 

can the artist reform the people and thereby alter events 

when inexorable .fol:'·ces, controlled by natural lmv, in turn 

control the People? It would seem that the artist, as 

reformer, is doomed by the nature of things to failure. 

However, perhaps the artist 'Who lives his art mny be 

more successful. Vanamee is this kind of' artist. He does 

not write poetry; he lives poetically. 

LHe is a7 college graduate and l! man of wi<le r1,Hu11.ng; and 
great intelli_gen_£e, but he Lha.§./ chosen to lead his OWil 

lii'e, which Lis_/ that of a recluse ••• Living close to nature, 
a poet by instinct, where Presley was but a 1Joet by training, 
there developed in. him a great sensitiveness to beauty and 
an almost abnormal cape.city for great ha,iJf;i,ness and great 
sorrow; ho felt things intensely, deeply. -

Vanamee is a mystic; he has a sixti1 se:nse by which he 

communes with his dead fiancie and with nature. His mystic 

relationship to the fecund earth is important, for he is the 

l ') 
.;,P.P. 30-31 .. 



ultimate artist in Norris' ~attern. And as such, his 

relationship to nature is significant. Be differs from 

0 r·esloy· ~S~ ~rl q~tJ"ot 4· ~ ~ , c.... c .... 11.. t.: ..... Jt ~ ~'") , in that (1) he is a poet by instinct, 

(2) his poetry is lived, not written, and (3), bei.ng so 

deeply involved in his personal sorrow, he is extremely 

sensitive to the problems of tha ranchers, even though he 

has little to do vri th the conflict over rates 2.£!: .§~. 'l'he 

answer for wh.ich Vanai,we stands in the context of the stratum 

of art could, by an imaginative leap, be called Wordsworthian. 

That is, one must live in close harmony with nature; nature 

is a restorative and a balm to the sorrowful. Yet note that, 

again, one does not find a complete answer to th.G question 

of hcv1 m.an can control his destiny when in an improper 

relation to natural forces. As a matter of fact, Vanamee 

was never in such a position. His ~ersonal sorrow is the 

result of an attack upon, and the subsequent death of, Angel 

Varian. It has little to do t1ith man's relation to nature. 

Vanamee's answer is not only that man cannot control his 

destiny when he is in improp,er relation to nature, but that 

he cannot control his destiny even when he is 0 submissive, 

working v.ri th it. 0 His remedy is not one whiclh points out 

how to control, but rather where to fi:nd solace after being 

defeated. 

Annixter, the fourth charactur, is intimately connected 

to the main action of trie story; he is one of the harassed 

wheat ranchcers. Norris characterizes him as Dick<ms would 

and, perh.aps to give ere di t where credit is due, Norris 
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portrays the wheat rancher as continually reading Dicken's 
. . . . . 13 David Cop,.,erfield. Annixte.r is a gray contrast to both 

Presley and Vanamee. Similar to them in havint; a college 

education, Jmnixter is unlike the poets in his practicality. 

LHowever, fo!:..7 l~resley, Annixter professed a great 
admiration, holding in dee1, respect the man who could 
rhyme words, referring to him whenever there \Vas question of 
literature or works of fiction. No doubt, there was not 
much use in poetry, and as for novels, to bis mind, there 
were only Dicken's works. Everything else wus a lot of 
lies. But just the same, it tt)ok brains to [;rind out a 
poem. It wasn't everyone who could.1ihyme *'braveu and 
"glaive," and make sense out of it~ 

Annixter fits into the stratum of art because, as the novel 

progresses, he loses his Philistine practicality and develops 

into a lover with the sensibilities of a poet. He meets 

Hilma Tree, a milkmaid who represents ideal, yet real, 

b ;. - ' "' 11 - 1 . l · · t" ' 1 5 eau~y, and aa ra s deep yin ove w1·11 ner. 

Norris intended for the parallel with the Vanamee-Angel 

romance to be immediately apparent, but he failed partially; 

be became too absorbed in the Vana.mee-Angel romance as a 

story in itself', instead o.f as on,~ :part o;f a larger 'Whole. 

l"" aNot c:mm1Gh has been made of Norris' debt to Dickens. 
It is almost as great as his debt to Zola.. lr. study such as 
Biencourt's, applied to Norris and Dickens, would yield 
interesting results. 

14p. 24. 

15Hichard Chase, in describing Hilma Tree's symbolic 
function, says that she is 11 a kind of' If.ternal lfoiiu.u1 or 
Goddess of the "Nheat ••• " The 1\merican Novel and Its 
Tradition (Garden City, New York, 1957), 1J. 194-. -
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But be failed only partially. Norris seems to be trying to 

say that, although Vanamee is the ultimate poet whose poetry 

is not written but lived, Armixter is the ultimate man 

whos,e life, in its beautiful reality, is better than poetry., 

As Norris says in Blix, "Life was better than reading, life 

was better thc.m li ter•ature, an<l his new-found love for her 

was poetry enough for him.. 1116 Annixter's love is real; 

Vanamee•s can only exist in his mind, for Angel ls dead. 

As Norris puts it and as Va.namee finally learns, hThe simf1le 

honesty of a lovin.g, trusting heart L.is/ better than a 

legend of f·lowers, a hallucination of the moonlight. 017 

imnixter's answer to the question of how man can control his 

destiny is summarized in his comment to Presley e,fti!r he has 

undergone that amazing transformation of love: 11 ••• a fellow 

c,am•t live for himself' any more than he can live !!Y himself. 

He's got to th.ink of others. 1118 Annixter loves a beautiful 

reality about which i:;oets write; and his anmver is that one 

must love and help his fellow nu:-m. 

Yet Annixter dies in the fight at the irrigation ditch, 

and old s.. Dyke an<l her granddaughter, Sidney, who ·were the 

objects of Annixter's new-found altruism, are in the end but 

~I'•- k f t"' f • ~ " 19 , • t I • 'tne wrec ·· o · ano uer am1iy. l~nnix · er s answer 1.s 

16 Frank Norris, Works, IV, 100. 
17 p. 463. 

19 P• L.159. 
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beautiful, but unfortunately it does not stand the test of 

experience. It may be true that, as Thornton Wilder says, 

"love Li§.7 the only survival, the only meaning 0 ; 20 but this 

is only a way to say that~ ive can find no meaning in events 

other than the love of one human being for another and that 

there is no real defense against the inexorable forces which 

control events. Nevertheless, Annixter mad.ea valiant and 

admirable attempt to find an answer. .And it will seem even 

more admirable as the last two figures in this stratum of art 

pass under our scrutiny. 

At the beginning of the second half o.f The Octopus, 

Presley, Magnus Derrick, and Harran Derrick go to San 

Francisco on business which pertains to the ranchers' battle 

with the railroad. Presley has an aunt there , tt·a>s~ Cedarquist, 

who is interested in charities, concerts, "minoru artists, 

and anything which is fashionable and useless. 

In the room the women come and go 
Talking of Michelangelo 

are the words T.s. Eliot uses to describe the brand of social 

and artistic dillettantism which Mrs. Cedarquist represents. 

Like Annie Derrick, Wlrs. Cedarqaist is interested in the 

"minor poets" and in art as a pretty bauble, not as a vehicle 

for interpreting life. She o:f:fers no answer to the question 

of man's ability to control his destiny. In fact, Norris 

20 Thornton Wilder, .!!!£. Bride;e of §fil!. Luis i-tey (New York, 
1955), p. 117. 
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takes great pains to int this out, for it is ~art of his 

purpose to demonstrate that it is impossible to understand 

and interpret the forces which control life with.out at least 

studying them directly. Presley le0,rned that. 

Hartrath, the modern 11Michelangelo 11 about whom Mrs. 

Ceda.rquist and the other wonien talk as they come and g;o, 

fits ._iorfectly into 'Mrs. Cedarquist' s fa.shionable circle 

of art~-appreciators. His latest picture is "A Study of the 

Contra Costa Foothills u; accord.int!'; to l,~rs. Ccd.arquist, 

Hartrath nin.terprets naturen in it. Hartrath's self'-

description, especially if read aloud with the proper in-

f'lections, gives a fair indication of the type of wan . . 
11e :ts. 

'Oh, my dear r~tadame,' murmured the artist .... ' I 
mere bungler ••• I am ill sensitive. It is my cross. 
he closed his sore 2~es with a little expression of 
'benuty unmans me .. ' · 

ans. a 
neauty'' 

pain, 

an artist, HartrE~th is far removed from Presley and 

Van::1mee; as a man, he is even farther removed from A:nnixter. 

His f'unction in the str&tum of art is to provide a contrast 

to the tr;ro poets, Presley and Vanarnee. 'Jl.'he only s1£:n1so in 

which he helps answer the question of man's ability to control 

his destiny is that he shmvs one how not to go about looking 

for an answer. 

Art, then, according to Norris, provides no answer to 

the question of how man, when in an improper relation to 

forces and natu.ral law, can control his destiny. Annie 

21 pp. 229-30. 
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Derrick uses art as a refuge into which she can withdraw. At 

the end of the novel she can nsuffer no further.n Presley 

tries to arouse the People lirith his poem, "The Toilers, n 

and is unsuccessful. However, he has learned that one must 

deal directly with the problem if there is to be any chance 

at all of success. Vanamee finds solace in living poetically; 

but his life is a balm for defeat, not a way to escape 

defeat. Annixter proposes love for bis fellow man, but he 

dies at the irrigation ditch .. And Mrs. Ce<larquist and 

Hartrath live in a false, unr 1$al world of dillettantit:,m in 

which no answer can ~ossibly be found, as .Presley learned. 

The characters wlw make up the stratum of art have each 

submitted an answer to the question of man's ability to 

control his destiny; and each answer is ina.dequa.te. 



C IAPT~.~ III 

Tlh:: :ST. TU. OF c;CONOl. ICS 

The Octopus has been most of'ten stu ied as an economic 

thesis novel; it is one of America 's first . But just as 

sociology and politics blend into the fringes of econo ic 

thought and ore har ly se>arable in reality , so in The 

Octopus each of these a c demic disciplines is a art of the 

stratum of economics. The question of man 's control over 

his dest i ny is ·ns ered in broadly social terms, not only in 

the relatively n rrow terms of econo ics. 

There arc more cha r cters in the str tum of economics 

than in the stra tum of art , and the stratum of economics is 

not so nearly arranged into an ordered and dist inct set of 

answers. Nevertheless , it is reasonably clear that certain 

c haracters represent cert·in answers to wh t Norris considers 

an unanswerable uestion. One c a n hardly be too cmJhatic in 

cautioning the reader th t the significance of Nor is' use 

of this "stratum teclnique" to resent an idea is primarily 

csthetic . His coherent 1 resentation of this com.1;Jlex question 

h a s, of course, intellectual significance; but it is through 

an art istic form that the idea is presented, an as art t h t 

it must finally be ev lua ted. 

30 
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Gen.slinger, Lyman Derrick, and. S~ Behrman ar0 three 

related characters in the stratum of economics; as representa-

tives of answers to the question of man's ability to control 

his destiny when in an improper relationship to nature, they 

may be considered as one. Gach is using the forces of the 

wheat and the railroad to his own advantaf;e, and each is 

successful. Gcnslinger, editor of the railroad-owned news-

paper, blacluaails Magnus Derrick for 1[1'10,000. and, "after 

:pocketing the Governor's hush money,u sells him out. 1 

Lynum Derrick, Magnus' son c:.u1:J_ the ranc.hers' traitorous 

lawyer, sells out to the railroad interests and later becomes 

the· •1.iiiegular Re;,:mblican Nominee for Governor of Californian __ 

backed, of course, by the railroad. 2 s. Behrman ap.proprit'l.tes 

thf! land formerly owned by the ;ranchers and is in evory 

mriterial way a success until he is smothered under a land-

slide of wheat in the hold of the Svmnhild.a. 

If it were not for S .. Behrman's poetically just death, 

one mi!::"J1t assert that, according to Tirn Octopus, man can 

control his destiny by using and working with. forces which 

destroy other 1;1en, in order to profit himself. Hovn.:ver, 

although the assertion is invalid, it is invalid for a reason 

oth(:I' than s. Behrman' s d,aath. Norris disrupted the 

intellectual pattern of his novel when he killed off the rail-

road. agent. He beciime absorbed in s. Behrman as a chars ct er, 

") 

"''p.. L.i-71. 
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but forgot about him as the representative of an answer in 

the stratum of economics. Behrman is ,m evil, detestable 

person and, by every standard of humanity, should pay for his 

oppression. So Norris contrives an adventitious accident in 

order to kill him: 11 .His foot-cauGht in a coil of rope, and 

be fell head-foremost into the hold." 3 

Beh.rman's death satisfies the desire of readers for 

poetic justice, anct the scene is, by itself, extraordinarily 

1:>ov.1erful .. t his de&th is ra fla\·¥ in the coherent presentation 

of an idea and an accident in the derogatory sense of the 

word. It is neither intellectually nor artistically 

convincing (considering the novel as a whole, and not the 

sc~:?ne alone) because it does not proceed from those forces 

which, it is premised in The Octopus, cor1trol men's destinies. 

'ro be consistent, Norris should have allowed S. Behrmm1 to 

live~, just as he clid Genslinr;er and Lyman .verrick. 

But if S. Behrman's death does not coni'lict with the 

assertion tlu~t man can control his destiny by v.rorking in 

harmony with o11pressing force, the fact that such an answer 

can h&r<lly be a general answer should. For there still 

remain the substantial number of people ·who are oppressed. 

It is for this reason that the assertion is invalid. 

F'urthermorc, neither Ge slinger, Lyman Derrick, nor S. Behrman 

was ever in an improper relation to natural force, strictly 

speaking. F'rom one point of vieiv, perhaps, they were in an 

3 p. 466. 
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immoral relation to their fellow men. But this is not part 

of Norris' theoretically amoral point of view. 'l'hey were 

working with forc~1, not against it as the ,ranchers were, and 

this is tbe im.vortant point. Since these three characters 

. were not in an impropGr relation to force, then, it is not 

from them tht1t we seek an answer. They represent a s1-mrious 

and limited answer which a competitive society, under the 

influence of social Darwinism, offers. 

Magnus Derrick is th.e antithesis of Genslinger, his son 

Lyman, and S. Behrman. He is a politican of the out-dated, 

honest school with the instincts o:f a gambler .. He is "in 

every sense the 'prominent man• 04 and the epitome oi the 

wheat ra.nchers--greater than thJ·}Y, yet their representative. 

At a crucial point in the novel, Magnus is faced ·with an 

apparent choice. Should he join the ranchers in ado1Jt:ing 

the corrupt tactics of the enemy, or should he remain 

adamant in refusing to sacrifice his lifelong moral rectitude, 

even though the end is a righteous one? He decides to join 

his neighbors, for if he does not fight, he ,vill be 

.financially destroyed. The actual ''choice, u then, is between 

finan.cial ruin and fighting for a worthy end with the only 

means open to him--corrupt ones. ~ither alternative leads 

inevitably to degeneration of one kind or nnother--the 

.former financial and the latter moral. 

To the question of whether man can contI•ol his destiny 

4 51. p. 
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when in an im1n·oper relation to force, Is..1agnus Derrick, as 

the represente,ti ve of the ranchers, stands for the answer 

that, since men do have choices available and can make them, 

they can indeed control their destiny~ Actually, though, 

Magnus Derrick has no real choice; his situation is a 

dilemma. The Dns·wer which Magnus Derrick represents is 
t'!". 

invalid, and his final degradation supports this conclusion~.::> 

'J.'he difference between Genslinger, Lyman Derrick, and 

S. Behrman and Magnus Dcrcick is great; but the difference 

bctr1een all four of th.em and Caraher is just as great. 

Unlike the •.vheat ranchers, the anarchist advocates violence 

against the railroad without subterfuge. Where the ranchers 

try to use the law dishonestly to save themsf.cil ves, Caraher 

advocates violence a.nd revenge a1~ainst the trust-made-law 

in despair. He both incited P:reslcy to bo.mb s. Behrman' s 

house and urged the frustrated Dyke to revenge through robbing 

the railroad. Critic ~Uchard Chase says that Caraher is 

the only character in the book who has any meaningful 
political ideas a~ all, ;:i th th~ ex~ept~on of the archaic 
Calhoun conservatism of ~agnus uerrick. 

Although the observation is overstated, it indicates that 

Chase sees Co.raher's ideas as signi:ficant. 

5 
p. 454. 

61iichard Chase, The Arnerican Novel and Its Tradition 
(Garden City, New York, 1957), p. 195. 
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'Oh, if the people only knew their strength. Oh, if I could 
wake 'em up. There's not only Shelgrim, but there's others • 
.iUl the magazines, all the butchers, all the blood-sucker~, 
by the thousands. Their day will come, by God, it will .. ~' 

Caruher's answer to the question of man's ability to 

control his destiny is offered in this half-prayer: the 

people must be moved to violent rebellion against those who 

-represent the forces of immense power. Al though Presley 

rejects Caraher near the ern.1 of the novel and says that he 

was 11 an evil influence among the ranchers, an influence that 
. . . . 8 worked only to the 1n.c1 t1:n.g of crime, n one doubts that 

this is the reason why Caraher's answer is invalid. It is 

more likely invalid because it can hardly be successful, 

the peo_ple being by nature inert unless a wrong is done them 

directly. 

F'or this sa.rne reason, Mr. Cedarquist' s ansvier, much the 

same as Caraher's, is invalid. 

1 If I were to name the one crying evil iJf Araerican lift:~ .... 
it would be the indifference of the better people to puLlic 
affairs ••• The People have but to say "No," and not the 
strongest tyranny, political, religious, or ~inancial, that 
was ever organized, could survive one week.' 

This is, indeed, an answer of some merit; it di£fers from 

Caraher 1 s chiefly in being less violent. But it is no more 

7 p. 258 .. 
8 p. 450. 

9p. 221. 
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practicable, one fears, than the anarchist•s. i'resley also 

tried to move tbe People to say "No"--once with an impassioned 

speech in which "for all his scorn of litex·ature, he had 

10 been literary" and again in his poem 11 The Toilers 11 --a11d 

he also failed. One can a_ptn·ove of this answer as one \vhich. 

has a good d0al of potential; but, as Presley learned, it is 

easier to theorize about the People than to help them heli::1 

themselves. 

'X'he Peo;;ile, about v.rho:m Caraher and Mr. Cedarquist speak, 

can hardly be identified. But ;Jerhaps they are partially 

represented by the Booven family. Hooven, bis wife, and their 

tv;o children are the only '' lower class" characters in the 

novel. ii Gern:m:n immigrant and sometlling of a share-crolJper, 

Hoove.n says that the Fatherland is where his i'nmily is. 

1 Bmit der Vaterland iss vhair d,;:,r home u.nd der wife und kinder 
iss. Eh? Yes? Voad? Ach, no. We, I nef'r voad. I doand 
bodder der haici mit dose ting. I r;m.ig der wh,:Jat grow, und 
ge~ dc~_Draid fyr der wife und Hilda, dot's all. Dot's me; 
do"t's .81.smark. 

How are the people to say 11 No 0 if they are non-voters like 

Hooven ?. And even if th.oy do vote, it is um.:,btful whether 

their votes vdll save their faiidlies from the 1)athetic fate 

o.f Mrs" :nooven and her children, one of whom becomes a 

prostitute i..n order to eat while the younger one sees her 

mother die from starvation on the streets of San Francisco .. 

10p. 400. 

11 p. 129. 



The forces ~1ich control the destinies of men seem just as 

.far beyond the reach of lv'ir. Gedarquist' s votes as beyond 

Caraher's violence. 

Indeed, there seems to be no economic answer, about 

which one could generalize, to the question of how man can 
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control his destiny when in an improper relation to the forces 

of nature. The railroad and the wheat represent economically 

omnipotent forces. 'fhe former exacts as payment 0 all the 
l') 

traffic will bcar 0 ,::,;., and the latter flows to hungry mouths 

13 according to the "laws of supi>ly and demand. 11 Each is 

indifferent to the human animalcules cau6ht in the middle. 

Politic~l tactics ure but the squirmings of the doomed; the 

violence of a few has 110 effect; and votes are as .flimsy as 

the paper upon which the illiterate 0 X" is marked. The only 

safety seems to lie in using the strength of natural forces 

to one's O\'Vll advantage, as do Genslinger, Lyman Derrick, and 

s. Behrman. But, since it is safety for only a few, this 

answer too is invalid.- Perhaps an answer in terms of philoso-

phy will prove less fruitless than those in the stratum of 

economics. 

13 p. 417. 



CHAPT IV 

To be absolutely true to fact, this chapter should be 

entitled 11 The ;\c,;uasi Stratum of Philosophy." For there are 

set forth in The Octopus only two significant philosophical 

vitw.rs which deal with the question of mrm' s ability to 

control his destiny. 'l'wo answers seem hardly enough to 

merit being called a stratum. Yet, for the sake of 

symm.ctry and with a qualification, the title, a,s it stands, 

should b,2 roughly accurate. 

In the broadest traditional sense of the word, philoso

pl1y is concerned with three areas of thought; natural science, 

ethical principles, and meta~hysical speculation. As used 

here, r!Jdlosopl!J!: refers primarily to metaphysics, for it is 

into this area that the 11 :philosophersll of The Octopus 

venture. 'l'he _philosopher must base his meti-;;.physical 

speculations on his observations in the empirical world. 

He can g;o no farther than his facts will allow him. In 

the same ·-rffiy, the characters r:rho speak 11hilosophically in 

a novel must base their speculations on their observations 

within the world of the novel. If they try to go beyond 

these "facts" they will be both artistically and intellectually 

inconsistent. 

38 



Octoeus are easily summarized. !i'irst, .most of the events 

of the narrative have taken place b(~fore Shelgriiu and 

PresL:!y begin to speculate. Second, no way has been found 

in either art or economics for man to control his destiny 

·when in an improper relation to natural forces (here, the 

wheat and the railroad trust). And. third, it is premised 

that these forces are indifferent to man; they are neither 

malevolent nor beneficent. 

F'rom these fa.cts of !h£. Octopus's world come two 
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speculative viet1s within the novel. The first is expressed 

by Shelgrim. 

'f11en h.ave only little to do in the '1:llhole business. Compli
cations ma.y arise, conditions that bear hartl on the 
individurnl--crush him 111aybe--llilt ~ liheat ~ be carried 
to~ the people as inevitably as it will grow. If you 
i'Vnnt to i'asten the blame of the af.fe.ir at Los Muertos on 
any one Pfrson, you will make a mistake. Blame conditions, 
not men.' 

The second speculative view is expressed by Presley in the 

last paragraph of th<~ novel. 

fi'cdscness <lies; injustice anti o1,pression in the end o.f 
everythin.g .fade and vanish away. Greed, cruelty, selfish
ness, and inhumanity are short-lived; the individual suffers, 
but the race goes on. Annixter dies, hut in a far distant 
corn0r of the world a thousand lives are sewed. The l,U'f;er 
view always and thrm.1gh all shams, all wickednesses, 
discovers the Truth that will, in the end, prevail,_ and all 
thing!, surely, inevitably, resistlessly work together £or 
good. 

l p. 417. 
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It has been asserted that Presley's thoughts, above, could 

also be expressed by Pope's line, "mmtever is, is right. 113 

Pope's line, however, implies morality-- 0 rightness 11 and 

"V.frongness." It also implies that the forces of the universe 

are ultimately beneficent (and not indifferent), even 

though individuals may suffer. If Presley's thoughts in 

the last paragraph of the novel mean the same as Pope's 

line, and if one is to identify Presley.with Norris4 , the 

ideas in~ Octopus are definitely inconsistent. 

However, one can hardly identify Norr.is with Presley, 

even though the novelist uses the l)Oet as his point of view, 

and even though Presley's philosophical S1_Jeculaticns are, 

misleadingly, the last ideas expressed in the novel. George 

t¥ilbur Meyer b.as gone to some trouble to substantiate this:. 

In the first cha11ter Norris remarks:. 
'One guessed that Presley's refinement had been gained 

only by a certain loss of strength ••• It could be foreseen 
that morally he was of that sort who avoid evil through 
good taste, lack of decision, and want of opportunity. His 
temperament was that of the poet; when he told himself he 

'7 

<.)H.W. Reninger, ttNorris Explains The Octopus: A 
Correlation of His Theory and Practice," American Literature, 
XII (May, 1940) • . . 

4Biencourt was, to my knowledge, the first major 
critic of Norris to maintain this: 11 11 est curieux de 
noter comment Presley, c'est-a-dire !'auteur lui-meme ••• n 
Marius Biencourt, !!!!£ Influence du Na.turalisme Francais 
!!! Ameriguo-: Frank Norris (Paris, 1933), p.· 103. 
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had been thinking, he deceived llimself. He had, on such 
occa.shms, been only brood.ing. • In the same chapter Norris 
asserts.that Presley 'wished to see everything through a rose
colored mist--a mist that dulled all harsh outlines, all 
crude and violent colors.' Then ·we read a f'ew pages further 
on that 'Presley was a confirmed dream.er, i.rresolute, inactive, 
with a strong tendency to melancholy ••• ' These descriptions 
of Presley make it obvious th.at Norris did not look: upon this 
genteel ea.stern5poet as a promising source of high philo
sophical truth. 

The other 11if 0 --whether Presley's last thoughts are supposed 

to mean the.same as Pope's line--is difficult to ascertain. 

'l'h.ere is a second possibility; hut before explaining it, 

Shelgrim's view must be analyzed. 

'iiHum Shelgrim says, "Blame conditions, not men,u he is 

taJdng an amoral position ,vh.ich reasonably follows from the 

-assumption of indifferent, controlling forces in nature. But 

his further implication does not necessarily follov; from tbat 

assumption;. he implies a fatalism in the denouement o:f events 

in The Octopus. °Fatalism11 i.s a belief in the preordination 

of all events; it should be contrasted to 0 determinism II a 
- ' 

belief in the preordination of events according to conditions, 

6 which men can, by an exertion o.f the will, change. 

Whereas Shelgrim is a fatalist, believing that the 

pathetic denouement o.f The Octopus will repeat itself since 

conditions cannot be changed, Presley may be a detcrminist, 

5G. W. 1foyer,. 0 .A New Interpretation of 1'he Octopus," 
College English, IV (March, 1943), 358-59. 

6This distinction was f"irst brought to my attention in 
reference to ~ Octopus by G. vJ. Meyer in two of his 
published articles. See the bibliography. 
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believing th.Et, altlwugh th.e ctenouc1~1ent of T!t~ Octopus was 

inevitable given cert a.in "conditions," those con.di tions can 

be changed.· 

Thus, within The Octopus there are tvw charact0.i:'S 1,vho 

philoso.phize about the moaning of events: Shelgrim and 

Presley. 7 The former is a fatalist and the latter is either 

an optimistic determinist or one \Jho believes th.:tt whatever 

is, is right. Critics have argued that one or another is 

the view taken by Norris himself; at various times, each bas 

been asserted to be Norris' attitude. 8 But both philosophers 

go beyond the evidence and assumptions Norris presents in the 

novel. Shclgrim is sirnculating when he · imtJlies that conditions 

cannot be changed; Presley is speculating if he is saying; 

that conditions can be changed; and he is speculating if he 

says that there is morality inherent in the universe. Of 

course, Norris speculated too Viihen he constructed 'The 

Octorn1s on the assumption of the indifference of force; 

7Vanamee also philosophizes, and perhaps 1t1Jith more 
factual validity than Presley. But since Presley is a more 
im,:wrtant cha:r·ncter th.an Vanamee and since he &'Dpropriatcs 
Vailamee' s idt)aS' the two crc:n be considered as exi,1ressing the 
same view. 

8The fatalist point of view is automatically taken by 
those who interpret naturalistic fiction according to a 
conventional pre-conception of "pessimistic determinism." 
G.W. Meyer asserts that all truly naturalistic fiction is, 
by definition, an attempt to reform society (an attempt 
v,rhich he calls 11 optimistic determiniSJH 11 ); he bases his 
assertion on an analysis of Zola I s !:-~. i?.oman Exl)orimental. 
H. i,. Heninger maintains t.hnt Norris, through Presley, is 
saying that ''whatever is, is right. 11 Meyer's and Heninger' s 
works are listed in the bibliog;ra1,,.Jhy. 
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but a novel cannot be written without making some sort of 

speculative assumption or another. 

The conclusion one must finally I'{mch is t:i1at Norris is 

fully advocating none of those views. He is offering no 

final analysis of the meaning of the denouement at the 

irrigation uitch. Throughout the novel, Norris h,1s beon 

consistent in demonstrating artistically that the many 

answers offered, in either art or economics, to the question 

of' mn:n' s ility to co:nt.rol his destiny are not fi.ns.lly 

valid. lie continues to be consistent by fully advocating 

none of the answers to the question of what is th.e meaning 

of man's inability to control his destiny. 

Norris is face to face w~th the dilemma of the modern 

artist: there is no set of beliefs which he can advocate 

without reservations. Yot he is a novelist and must write. 

The result is a novel which off'ers no solution to the problems 

it studies, which demonstrates inste£.:d that, as far as the 

novelist knows, there is no final ans,.:ver. There are 

peculiar artistic problems involved in writing su.ch a novel. 

And since it is ultimately as art, not as idea, tliat The 

"O~topus must be evaluated, it will be interesting to see 

how Norris meets these problems. 



CHAPTS.1< V 

·. AR'l"ISTIC UNITY AND ASSEilTION 

Norris has resolved two important artistic problems in 

~ Octopus. The first might be described as the unification 

of complexity. That is, Norris has welded the many ideas, 

characters, and single scenes of~ Octopus into a Jowerful, 

moving intellectual and artistic whole. The second problem 

might be called the artistic asse.r-tion of an idea: Norris 

has asserted ideas in the novel without preaching or 

abstracting invalidly. The techniques by which Norris has 

resolved these problems are of primary importance in 

evaluating him. as an artist, for his dexterity in applying 

them is the measure of his craftsmanship. Thus, the 

following pages undertake to analyze in detail Norris' 

resolution of the two important artistic problems of 'l'he 

Octopus. 

:F'irst, however, it might be \Vell to review the 

intellectual unity Norris has achieved in The pcto;pu§. 

through restriction. As has been pointed out in the three 

previous chapters, the novel is an enormous answer, in terms 

of art, economics, and philosophy, to the question of' m~m' s 

ability to control his destiny. It should be noted that a 

novel which revolves about the answer to one such question 

has, by its very nature,an inherent intellectual organization. 

44 
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Furthermore, .Norris has elected to search for the answer only 

in terms of art, economics, and philosophy (i.e., the 

question is not significantly answered in terms of, say; 
l religion or science); he has restricted the area in which 

the answer is to he found and has thus taken a step toward 

unity. 

But this point has been developed in the preceeding 

chapters. This chapter intends to deal with~ Octopus 

as art, not as idea--tlu:,· presentation 01· the idea, not the 

idea itself. 

'l'he conflict between the wheat ranchers and the rail-

road trust is the dramatic center around which revolve both 

the sub-plots of the novel and. the ideas within the novel. 

Even characters seemingly remote from the central conflict 

of~ Octopus are in some way or another related to it. 

Mrs. Cedarquist, for exrua_plc, lives in San Francisco, a 

good distance from the San Joaquin valley, and is an 

intellectual, artistic, and social dilettante. She is the 

last person one would expect to be concerned with the main 

conflict of the story. But if she were not, !!!s! Octopus 

would lose some of its unity; it would h.uve loose threads. 

So the reader discovers that Mrs. Cedarquist is Presley's 

aunt, a social friend of the Gerartls (Mr, Gerard. is a vice-

1I4'~ther Sarria gives a i~oman Catholic answer to the 
question of man's ability to control his destiny. Seep. 
103 :ff., et seq. Yet it is involved in the action only in 
so .far as Vanamee reacts to it and then passes it on to 
Presley. And in this process, the answer changes form. 
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president of th2 .Pacific and South.vie stern aailroad), and 

a vhilanthropist; during the eighteen months of the novel, 

she is engaged in a do-good project to send \'Jheat to the 

starving people in India. It is no coincid~1nce that Presley 

leaves America at the end of the novel on the Swanhilda, 

the ship 'Which carries Mrs. Ced.arquist' s f-Jheat (grm,n1 on 

Los Ivluertos) and which is S. Behrman' s coffin.. In this way, 

through the existence of t, dramatic 

threads of the novel are finally woven into the 111ai.n d.esign. 

Mrs. Cedarquist is not only related to the drainatic center of 

the novel; she also contributes to its development. One 

then, which Norris uses to unify ~ Octo,JJUS 

dramatically is to relate his characters--even the most 

remote--to the central dramatic conflict. 

Norris has been highly and justly praist:d for his ability 

to paint large, panoramic, single scenes. Perhaps this 

ability derives from bis youthful activities as a painter. 

In any case, even a casual reader of The Octo,ms ,:dll 11.:1.rdly. 
-· > 

be able to forget such scenes as the pru1orama of plowing, 

the d.a.:rwe at A:nnixtcr • s barn, the rabbit drive, and the 

chase after Dyke. Norris v;,;_s conscious of this characteristic 

in his work. 

Each chapter ••• is a little work in itself, and the great 
story of the urhole novel is told thus as it 'i'l!ere in a series 
o:f pictures., the author supplying information as to lNhat 
has intervened betv1ee:n the en<l of one chapter and Urn 
beginning of ttrn next by suggestion or by actual resumeo 
As often as not the reader himself can fill UjJ the gc;,IJ by 



th J., t 2 . e cont,ex. 

Such a 0 series of pictures 0 with suggestion .filling the 

gaps bet\•,1een the pictures might be a fair description o:f 

the picaresque novel, but it docs not adequately describe 

the tightly knit dramatic lJlot of !!12 Octopus. One needs 

to examine a £urther remark 0£ Norris' in the same essay 

in order to see how, in!!!£. Octopus, he has knit together 

the series of pictures: 0 ••• in a phrase one could resume 

the whole system of fiction mechanics--prt?parations of 
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As an example of Norris' preparations of effect, 

let us consider his preparation for the dance at Annixter's 

The first time the reader hears of the barn is the 

.first time he meets Annixter, through Presley. 

'By the way,' he LPresleij added, 'I see your barn is about 
done.' 

'You bet,' answered Annixter. 'In about a fortnight 
now she' 11 be all ready. • 

'It's a big barn,' murmured Presley ••• 
'Guess we' 11 have to have a dance there before ws,.;e move 

the stock in14 observed Annixter. 'That's the custom all 
around here •. 

'fhe conversation is seemingly innocuous, even banal. But 

Norris seldom allows his characters to say things not to the 

2Frank Norris, Works, IV, 316. 

3Ibid., p. 315. 

4 p. 26. 
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point; he is pre1)aring.· The next mention of the barn is 

brief and offhand • 

. 'And I got to be out in it lthe rai'£ii, ' .fumed Annixter, · 
'and ! su:ppose those si·Jine will quit work on the big barn 
now.'· 

Later, after 11.nnixter bungles his attempt to kiss Hilnm 

Tree, he walks outside and watches the construction of the 

barn. Norris describes the activity. Annixter, asking his 

.foreman when the barn will be finished, is "told that at the 

end of the week the hay and stock could be installed. 06 

A .few pages later Presley informs him th.at he must send out 

t ·tt . ·t t· t th ' 7 y:._;ewr1. · en 1.nvi · a ions ·o e uancc. And the next 

reference to the barn begins one of N~rris' best pictures-
, 8 

the barn dance. One could also consider as preparation 

for the barn-da.nce .Annixter's firing of Delaney; 9 for 

Delaney's violent entrance to the dance is one of its 

climactic events. 'l'hc :preparation for the barn-dance also 

relates the various scenes in timeo The .first time the 

reader h-aars of the barn, he knows that it will be ready in 

"about a fortnight.u Thus, time in the first part of the 

novel is measured by the progress of. the barn. 

5 69. p. 

6 127. p. 
7 135. p. 
8 

163 •. p. 

9 70. p. 
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Norris' IJI"e1Jm:·ation for Annixter' s barn-dance is only 

one of many such preparations. It is a technique whereby the 

series of pictures is made into a whole, v1hereby variety is 

unified. This technique is not, of course, tm.iqne ·wi-u1 

Norris; every competent novelist makes use of it. But it 

is only one o:f several techniques Norris uses. °Foreshadowing," 

for example,. is another. If npreparation 11 makes the reader 

aware that an event is going to taka place, 11 foreshadowing 11 

prepares him for the outcome of that event. 

It has previously been pointed out that the slaughter 

of Vanamee's sheep .foreshadows the bloody defeat of the 

ranchers by the railroad. But there are many other fore-

shadowings. For example, the outcome of Dyke's personal 

revolt against the railroad is not for long in doubt. As 

a conversation with Harran Derrick: indicates, the railroad 

will overcharge Dyke when he attem_pts to ship his crop of 

hops. 

'J\nd, by the way, have you looked up the freight rntes on 
hops?.' 

'No, I haven't yet,' answered Dyke, 'and I had better be 
suJ·e of ~, hadn't I?. I hear that the rate is reasonable, 
though.' 

'You be sure to have a clear understanding. wiHJ the 
railroad first ti.bout the rate,' Harran warned lu.m • 

.After :Dyke has been overcharged ancl financially ruined, he 

goes into Caraher•s saloon. His degeneration is fore

shadowed in the thoughts of Presley, Annixter, and Magnus 

Derrick. 

10 . 
p. 57. 
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In silence, grim, bitter, infinitely sad, the three men •• ~ 
contemplated the ••• inevitable collDspse and submergh1;:;; of one 
?f. ~h~)ir CO:f:rsinions, the wreck of ll career, the X'U:in. Of an 
1.nd1.v1dual. 

'I'he point need not he labored furth.E:r o Norris preptxres for 

events meticulously and ;foreshadoirJs their outcone in the best 

naturalistic tradition. By doing so,·he knits 

of his story into a garment 1:,1i th fevv loose threads. 

Perhaps the most cimracteristic and effective technique 

for unification in The Octo:e!:1~ is the use of the \'lhoat as a 

central symbol in the rwvel. As Biencourt has pointed out,. 

11.Dans l'Octopus .... le syrnbole est avant tout le bl~ qui 
, . , . . "12 

incarne la perpetui te de la v1.e. Furthermore, ,just as 

character by his relationship to gold, so in ~ pctoJAU! a 

character's relationship to the wheat _partly de.fines his 

re lat ion to other characters. 'l'hus, the v.rheat unifies th,~ 

novel.. But it also performs a.nother function. 

Besides the :oroblem of unity in The Octopus Norris 
- ,SI* - ' 

had to take into account another artis~ic problem: how to 

c:~ssert his ideas and attitude tovu:,rd the events of the 

story. ArA early Victorian novelist would find this .no 

riroblem; he could simply comment on happenings t1s they took 

11 p. 261. 

12.Marius Bien court Uno I:nf luencc du Na.turalisme 
F'rancais en Amerique: ~a~Norrfs (Paris, 1933), p ... 171~ 
Cf. Ii'ather Sarria' s 0 Your grain of wheat is your symbol of 
immortality." p. 108. 
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:place, as did '.rhackory and George g1iot. But following the 

naturalistic tradition, Norris must give the illusion of 

objectivity; ho should not commi:.:mt. H0 must, theret·ore, 

assert his ideas and attitude by somo means other than 

,rntablishinf;; a norm, just as the satirist must suggt:::st a 

norm for his irony if he does not wish his satire to 

interpreted literally. 

One of Nor:cis' norms is man's relationship to the wheat. 

He not only uses the wheat as a. unifyint: symbol; he also 

the wheat fields art'l the only chaicacters in the no,rel ·rq-ho 

are harmoniously related to the 1}1h.eat; Uwy establish 

Norris' norm. 

Work, food, and sleep, all life reduced to its hare os
se:ntials, uncomplex, hon(:h,t, heal thy~ They were strong, 
these men, with the strength of the soil they worked, in 
touch with th.e essen··· tial thi.ngs, back again to the st"u.;ting 

. t :f . ·1· t' ·t l · 1 ... , .1.,) poin. o c1v1 1za ].on, coarse, vi ·<':1 , rea , anti sane. 

These men are working ·with the wheat-force; they neither 

fii;}ar it like A;,u:li(? Derrick nor do they try -to use it for 

personal gain like Magnus Derrick and S. Behrman. Using the 

vmrk:-ars as a norm, then, one can interpret the novel as it 

has been interp.:·eted in this thesis: as a study o:f man in 

improper relati0<:n to natural forces. Norris has covmm.nicated. 

meaning through a norm, objectively and t'lithout the comment 

·~·------
13 1). 99. 
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ty· ica l of the early Victorian novelists. However , t he 

workers are only a norm and no more ; they do not repres ent 

Norris' answer to the question of man 's ability to control 

his destiny. For Norris em hasizes their eminently sane 

state only enough to establish a norm , not enough to suggest 

t hem even f a intly as an answer . 

'hile continu ing the illusion of objectivity, Norri s 

sets up a contrast i n~ Octopus between country and city. 

I n the country, t he wor kers are hap iest , but even a 

businessman-farmer like , say, Harran Derrick , is relatively 

content , even though he i s i n an i mproper relation to the 

wheat . On the other hand , Lyman Derrick , livin in the city 

and havin ,, little or no ircct contact vi th nature, is corrupt 

and morally degenerate. The city i s a Jl acc of vi l to all 

who enter it: see , for exam le, the Hoovcn ~omen near the 

end of the novel 14 or Hilma Tree , the "Goddess of the iheat , 

i n San Francisco. 15 The contra st between country and city 

is signi f icant to the degree t hat a reader understands 

Norris' attitude toward mun and his relation to natur l 

f orccs--to the degree that a reader gras:.,s the norm of the 

N'Orkers and the wheat. 

Besi des the e s t ablishing of norms , Norris uses other 

devices to get across l1is meaning vithout losing his seeming 

objectivit y. The ironic and suggestive juxtaposition of 

14 pp . 418-45 . 

15 
... . 291. 

II 
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incidents is one of the most successful. The most obvious 

use of' juxtE,,.Itosi tion in ~ Octopus occurs near the end of 

the novel: Mrs. Hooven and young Hiltla are walking the streets 

of' San Francisco, starvini; and penniless, while Presley is, 

at the exact same time, eating a smnptuous dinner at the 

lavish home of the vice-president of the Pacific and South-

western ll.i:ailroatl. The le,st few paragraphs of the sectic·n 

should adequately illustrate the technique. 

Just be.fore the ladies left the table, young Lambert 
raised his glass of Madeira. Turning toward the wife of the 
Railroad King;, he said: 

• !ly best compliments f'or a del ight:ful dinner. 1 

The doctor, who had been bending over :Mrs. Hoovcn, 
rose .. 

'It• .s •·10 11s~, t 10'"" s~1· ··" · 'sh0 ·- ,. ~ <c,' 1.,'-' n "'>16' ;.;, 
exhaustion from starvation .. ' 

s been dead som,: time--

The novelist need not comment on such a situation. Its 

injustice, v,rhen presented in such a manner, is obvtous. find 

Norris' sy:m_pathies are also obvious, even though he refrains 

from an explicit moral judgment. 

There is much to criticize in Norris' use of juxta-

.fiosi tion in this scene; it is too obvious, too melodramatic, 

too sentimental. He raak.es much better use of the technique 

earlier in the novel. Vanamee is go:lng to the mission 

garden to exert his mysterious will-power in order to bring 

.Angel back from the dead. At the same time, Annixter is 

spending the night in the fields, trying to decide whether 

16 
IJ• Lk45. 



to marry Hilm Tree . "For a moment , the life-circles of 

these t wo men , of so videly diffe ·ing characters touched 
17 each other. 11 The t vo men s.,>end the ni ,..ht, thinking, 

conjuring , reflecting . As the sun begins to rise, t hree 

events take Jl a ce simultaneously : (1) £nnixter finds t hat 

he loves Hilma and mnts to marry her, ( 2) Vanamee has 

attracted An6cl to him throu •·h 1is vill-po :ver, and ( 3) 

the ~heat comes U !l fro m un<ler the tilled soil. Although 

t his three-folu juxta1osition is not within the realm of 
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probabil i ty , one accep ts it because Norris gives the illusion 

of ob jectively re orting it, as if it i d actually hapven, 

and because the juxt osition is meanin ful. By t he 

juxta osition, the rea er is to understand that 

Once o·e the pendulum of the seasons swun in its i ght 
Lmight~/arc, from death b ck to life. Life out of de th, 18 
eternity risin from out dissolution. There w s the lesson. 

Throughout the novel, Norris uses juxta ·Josition to 

convey his attitude, even towar very minor events. For 

example, Dyke goes to see S. Behrm'ln about the frei ght rates 

.for hOJS . Aft er reviously telli g Dyke that the rate was 

t wo cents a pound, the railroad raise the r ates to five 

cents a ound--becaus tle price of lops ha gone up . Dyke 

naturally asks vhat t he standar<l for raising r ates is • .And 

S. Behrman answers thrt it is 11 All t he traffic ill bcar .u19 

17 275. "' . 
18 284 . 1 • 

19 54. p . 
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Immediately ,iftcr Behrman I s pronouncement, a ,vorke.i'' comos into 

the railroad office to put u1» a ndoor closing a_pparatus. 11 

The s-aan who had come to fix the apparatus was unwilling to 
guarantee it, unless a si6n was put on the outsitl~~ of the 
door, warning incomers that the door was sel.f-closing. '!':his 
sign would cost fifteen cents extra. 

'But you didn't say anything about this when the thing 
was ordered 1° declared S. Behrman~ 'No, I v1011 1 t pay it, my 
friend. It s an overcharge.' 

'You needn't think,' observed the clerk, 'that just 
because Y~B a:re dealing with the l1ailroad you are going to 
work us. 1 · 

The joint effect of the two events is humorous. But poor 

Dyke sees nothing hutu:wrous in it. The railroad's over-

charge for delivering his ho1Js will ruin him. Norris 

obviously sym1)athizes with D'yke. And it is through the 

juxtaposition of' two similar incidents that he lets the 

reader in on his attitude. 

Norris other techniques by which he can convey the 

significance of an event or situation anu his attitude 

toivard it. The arran.f,;emer1t of chairs in a room, for example, 

has meaning. 

Around the tablt: the chairs in which the men had sat 
throughout th.e evening; still ranged. themselves in a semi
circle, vaguely suggestive of the conference of the past 
fev:t hours, vdth all its possibilities of ggod and evil, its 

• • ,. • n ~ I b • • t' t t ,;-,,.1 s1.gn1.1: 1cance 01. a 1 tn~ure ""J.g tVJ.. · :n por cm • 

A map of the San J'oaq_uin valley, with. red lines signifyin~; 

the path of the railroad, has a syml:iolical meaning for the 

20 . ·= • pp. 2;::;4-55 .. 
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ranchers looking at it. 

The map was lvhi te , and it seemed as if all the colo:r 
which should have gone to vivi.fy the various countries, towns, 
and ci tie·s marked upon it had bean absorbed by th.at huge, 
sprawling:; organis:m, \'dth :its ru<ldy arteries converging to a 
central point. It was as though the State had been sucked 
white and colorless, and ag;ainst this 1>allid background the 
red arteries of the monster stood out, S\Yollen with life
blood, r..::aching out to infi:nity, gorged to bursting; and 
excrescence, a gigantic :r,arasite2J;attening upon the life
bl.ood of an entire co111monweal th. ,:;;, 

The choice o.f' words and the atti tu.de they convey make Norris• 

position clear. Yet the illusion of objectivity is not 

abandoned. It is Presley who feels a significance in the 

semicircle of chairs; it is the ranchers who feel a symbolic 

meaning in the mo.p. Norris is merely reporting ancl clari

fying their feelings, or so he would have his readers think. 

Constantly striving for generalized meaning,. Norris 

uses several techniques to indicate the significance a reader 

is t.o attach to events in !ill:. Octopus. One of these 

technhiucs has been mentioned several times:: tho concrete 

symbol Vll.dch stands for an abstraction. The ·Railroad• s 

trains are raetaphorically described as iron monsters, as 

. . . . d" ff t · . · t 2 3 g1gan~1c, in·i ·eren macn1nes, as oc opuses. On another 

level,. it is no longer the train which is the octopus, but 

the trust. 1'hen, on the highest level of abstraction, the 

22p. 210. 

"3 • It is interesting to note how Norris mixes his 
metaphors in describing the railroad. Although the octopus 
dominates, the .!!::2.!! monster and the :machine follow in that 
order. See 1:.p. 41-42, 251, 260, 418, 472. 



monster is the 'l'rust (all trusts). By the same process, 

the wheat symbolizes the indestructibility of the natural 

order. The men caught befa7een the workings of these two 

abstractions symbolize, at one level, all the ranchers of: 

the State, and at a·second level, "every citizen of every 

State~n24 It is Presley who indicates this generalization 

of The Octopus as he writes in his journal • 
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••• ask yourselves, every citizen of every State ••• have you 
not the monster in your boundaries? If it is not a Trust of 
transportotion, it is only another head of the same Hydra .• 
Is not our death struggle typical?. Is it not one o.f many, 
is it not symbolical of the great and terrible,'}5onf'lict that 
is going on everywhere in these United States?""' · 

Still, however, Norris does not destroy the illusion 

of objectivity in this syriibolic process. He is inter1Jreti:ug, 

ostensibly, Magnus Derrick's imagination, or he is seeing 

things th.rough Presley's eyes; he is reporting their reactions. 

But a reader who matches u.p the varyii1g ideas which Norris 

is supposedly reporting finds a consistency in them which 

can only be Norris 1 • 'rhe conflict of' TI!£ Octopus represents 

those over all the United States. ~ Octopus is a microcosm 

of the forces which control the destinies of men. It is a 

microcosm because Norris obliquely tells his readers it is 7 

th.rough his symbolic arrangement. 

!~ven the characters symbolize abstractions within this 

microcosm. As Biencourt puts it, 

24 p. 390. 

25 ,. 
pp. 390-91. 
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Le poete qui grandit et embellit ces figures incarne 
souvent ~n elles une idee ou un penchant ••• Lyman Derrick 
,Lincarn;£,/ la llOlitique; Vanamee, le mysticisme; Behrman, la 
sceleratii;~se; Hilma Tree, sa plus belle creation symbolise 
l'amour.,;., 

Norris uses several techniques to let the reader ltnow the 

exact abstraction which a given character represents. The 

most interesting is his naming of characters. ilic.hard 

Chase points out that the name of' 11aulkner' s character, Lena 

Grove in Light ill August, has the same im.rilications as the 

name IIilma Tree: 0 The bovine woman brings to Faulkner's 

mind echoes of ancient myth and ritual (hence the name, Lena 

Grove--c.r .• Hilma TreB in !!!2. Octopus) ••• 1127 Hilma Tree is 

thus the incarnation of womanhood. One could speculate on 

the meaning of other names: fli1agnus Derrick (Magnus=great; 

Derrick=a tower like framework); Vanamee and 1mgel V~ian 

(exotic names for mysterious people); Hooven (hovel). 

Magnm~ Derrick's ranch is also significantly named:. El 

Rancho De Los Muertos (the ranch of the dead). Even if 

one's speculations cannot be verified, many of the names o:f 

characters and things in The Octopus are at least suggestive. 

An early revie1.ver of .'Eh! Octopus pointed out that 

••• as Wagner bas a musical phrase for every person or idea, 
so Mr. Norris seems bound to repeat certain desci;•ipti~§ 
phrases whenever his :personages reappear in the tale. · 

26Biencourt, op. cit., pp. 170-71. 
')7 
u Richard Chase, op. cit., p. 212. 

28~ Outlook, LXVII {April 20, 1901), 923. 



Perha s it ould be b tt e r t o co ,pare t h is techni u e of 

Norris' t o Uickens, whom Norris so much a u ire . In any 
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case, Norris gives a fe \' characteristics to his characters 

whic h stick with t hem throughou t the novel. For example , 

Annixtcr r eds David Copperfield and eats prune s , hates 

"feemales," and cont inually rep e a ts his f avorite a r gumentative 

phra se:. "In a , a y Lit ha.§/, and then, aga in, in a way, it 

h asn't." By describing h is c har cters in this way, Norris 

gives them sta tic, allegoric l characteristics, to whi c h one 

c an ascribe abstr·c t meaning . 

On t he other hand, these same cha r a cters develop and 

l earn c s t h e n ovel rogresses: Annixter , Presley, Hilma 

Tree , Magnus Derrick, and Vanamee, to lis t only ti·te most 

i mportant characters, are changed peo)le at t he end of the 

novel. Through this cohlbination of sta tic, allegorica l 

cha r a cteristics and ch r ~cter evelo ment, Norris ' char cters 

sta n d for n i e a . The seeming irregularity in this com

bination c an be resolved if i t is s uggested t hat just a s an 

i dea develo sand chan res when ca.cried out to its log ical 

c onclus ions, so d o es a chara cter evelop and change . 

Neither, however, loses i dentity: the char cters do not 

lose their stat ic charact ristics nd the ideas do not lose 

their b ·sic assumptions. 

Norri s ' tit nic (some would s a y t ur g i d ) style is an 

especially a t subject vi t.h w lie to round out t is ana lysis 

of craftsma nship i n The Octoµus . For it matches t h e 

tremendously broad i deas i n the novel. Norris had a 
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c_ontempt for the meticulous stylistics of Flaubert ancl 

others of the "exact word" school. As he, in characteristic 

language, once put it, "'l'ell your yarn and let your style 

''9 go to the devil."~ Bis style is obviously not that of the 

exact word. It gains its effect rather from a Whitmanesque 

amplification and re-inforcement of a guiding attitude~ In 

the following passage, Norris is describing the land as it 

receives the plow. 

One could not take a dozen steps upon the ranches without 
the brusque sensation that underfoot the land was alive; 
roused at last from its sleep, palpitating with the desire 
of reproduction. Deep down there in the recesses of the 
soil, the great heart throbbed once more, th.rilling with 
:pa.s.sion, vibrating with desire, offering itself to the 
caress of the plow, insistent, eager:, imµerious. Oi1nly 
one felt the deep-seated trouble of the earth, the uneasy 
agitation o;f its members, the hidden tumult of its womb, 
demanding to be made fruitful, to reproduce, to disengage 
the eternal renascent g35m of Life that stirred and 
struggled in its loins. 

One should note, first, in this pa.ssage what Norris uses 

instead of a meticulous choice of the exact word. I am 

speaking of his typical technique ot: amplification--

••insistent, eager, imperious. 0 'l'he three words give an 

almost Miltonic weight to the r>assage; they strike with the 

power of a. sledge hammer, each time driving the point a 

little further home. Compare Nor:.:-·is' amp.iification (not 

only in these three words, but throughout the passage) to 

29Frank Norris, quoted by .8rnest Marchand, Frank 
Norris:! Study (Palo Alto, California, 1942), p. 114, from 
a leiter to Isaac Marcosson. 

30 p. 95. My italics. 
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these lines from Milton's Samson Ap;onistes. 
-- ,rwr= 

No less the peo_ple on tb.ir Holy-days 
Im1,etuous, insolent, unquenchable. (1.. 1421-22) 

The same sledge hamii'imr qualities are observable in both 

passages. h°' not rdshing to suggest that Norris is an 

aJctist of ia1 ton's c:.::;.liber, one feels a comparable. grandeur 

in the t.wo. 

'l'he sexuality of Norris' iJ!,.e.gery is, however, more 

comparable to \Jhitma.nvs poetry tl'u:m Milton's. As C.H. 

Grattan has pointed out, 

Probably nowhere in American literature has there been a 
:more constant and frank em_..:llhasis on the sexual nature of 
the fecunrli ty of the earth. Norris i'OS(! at points to the 
.frenzy of a believer iy a fertility cult--and his imagery 
is constantly sexual." 

One can eas:i.ly see the S?Xual imagery in the paragraph quoted 

above from !!!.£ OctoQUS,. 'I'he plmt:r re1n·cs0nts masculinity 

cohabiting vd th mother earth in order to produce their 

offspring, 'ffheat. 

Norris1 mxrplified style, his · emphasis on the sexual 

nature of the fecundity of tho earth., and his absorption in 

his nya.rn 11 to the exclusion of the exact word, are most 

appropriate to the ideas of his novelo One can hardly 

imagine, say, Hen:t•y James dealing \Vi th the subject matter 

of .!hQ. Octopn§.. James is precise; he is concerned with the 

31c.H. Grattan, 11F'rank Norris, 11 Bookman, LXIX (July, 
1929), 506. 
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imy1ortant subtleties of consc:iousness. Norris is voluminous; 

be is concarned with the permeating influence of a vague 

set of forces on huri.H'm destiny. Jmncs' style suits his 

subject, and Norris' style is, in the same ,vay, su.i table to 

The Octopus .. 

It is Norris.' ability to unify a:nd assert his itteas 

artistically--th:r·ough the restriction of his characters• 

ideological function, th.rough dramntic unity, through 

preparation, foreshadov.ring, symbolism, juxtaposition, 

im·iw•.,r·y and d"fU'acteri"1 atio:n, and throwrh style--which "'b"' ' '" . ~ "" ,., 

forces one to admire 'I'he Octog:n1s. One may disagree completely 

with his ideas and at the same time admire his presentation 

of them .. .F'or, although his weaknesses are evident, he is 

a craftsman of no small ability. 



CUAPTillt VI 

CONCLUSION AND IIB-EVALUATION 

The ultimate assertion of this thesis is that~ 

Octopus is a valuable work of art, not a stereotyped 

product of naturalism to be read only as a pa.rt of literary 

history. Norris' intellectual consistency in the novel 

supports the assertion. He has placed his characters in 

a situation which forces them to attempt to fim.La way 

of controlling their destiny. None is successful in his 

search, and the novel should be interpreted as asserting 

that, when in conflict with indi.fferent forces, men cannot 

control the situation; in fact, they can hardly understand 

it .• 

Norris offers his readers no teleological Morrison's 

Pill; he offers no easy resolution to the question of why 

men cannot control their destiny • .Perhaps this has been the 

chief reason why ho has been accused o:f inconsistency, and 

has thus been misinterpreted: interpreters look for a 

teleological resolution of the problem, such as Presley 

offers at the end of the novel, and when they find one, 

they have a tendency to accept it as the author's and not 

as the character' s. For example, Ma1rchand says, 

63 
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The moral and philosophical issues are not clear-cut. 
Norris was unable to give up a teleological view of the 
world, and there lingered in him a notion that good and 
evil are absolute entities inherent in the nature of the 
cosmos, instead of human concef,ts. l1ence he v.ravers between 
the idea of impersonal .force for v;~lich. goo!'.'l and evil have 
no meaning and the idea of a trp1m.phant good for whid:1 the 
universe itself stands sponsor. 

If one were to substitute "Presl(3y11 for "Norris 1' in the 

passage, Marchand's assertion would he valid. But to 

completely identify Presley with Norris is to misinterpret 

One critical point of vieu maintains tl1at the problam 

of Norris' consistency in The Octopus is relatively unimportant. 

There has been considerable discussion during recent yeDrs 
a.s to wbether !!!£ Octopus is philosophically consistent. 
Whether it is arti.sticalJ,,y unified would seem to be a more 
important consideration."" 

Artistic unity is, of course, of' major importance in literary 

criticism. But is not philosophical consistency one part 

of artistic unity? A novel can hardly he artistically 

unified and at the same time be philosophically inconsistent. 

It is partly because of Norris' philosophical consistency 

that 'l'he Octopus is artistically unified. 

It· is also partly because of the harmou.y between the 

ideological level and the narrative level that !h£. Octopus 

is artistically unified. As hns bc,:.m pointed out, this 

1i~rnest r.larchand, Frank £:!orr:._i~: t:,. Study (Palo Al to, 
California, 1942), p. 81. 

2,- . "'' ., ~dward wagenk.necnt, 
(New York, 1952), p. 221. 

oi'·th.e American Novel 
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harmony is brought about through ·rtistic techni u e s wl ich , 

vhile p~escrvin > · n illusion of objectivity, g i ve t h e 

nar.i.'ative . b strr ct meaning . 

If · hiloso · hical con sistency and har.ony between i deas 

and t h e na rrative are i m ortant in ev~l uating a novel--and 

they undoubte ly are--then a re-eva luat i on of Tie Octovus 

is necessary. Criticism of it h a s for too long a ccep ted its 

"in c onsistency' with out c areful examination. Furthermore, 

t h ere is still a n un dercurrent of critica l thinking extant 

ri1ich finds t h·t a "natur~listic novel" is automatica lly 

non-artistic anu even repulsive. Like Nancy Huston Banks, 

nearly revie¥er of Norris' wor · , some a_p roach a 

natura l i stic novel wi t h u. re-conceived bias ag,ainst it. 

Tw ~assing of morbid rca lis1 as never been q ite so 
complete as t he he !thy-minded hoe it would be, when it 
was swe Jt out of si ·ht five or six ye rs a ~o by t he sudoen 
on-rush of works of idea lity and roma nce, whi ch arose ... like 
a fresh , s weet wi n to clear the liter ry atmos h ere. 0 

Such an attitude will never allow one to eva l uate The Octopus 

f a irly. And , of c ourse, t he obv erse is also true . If one's 

predilection for naturalism is so i n tense a s to bli nd him to 

t h e f aults of a g iven rnrk , t h t \'/Ork will never be f a irly 

eva l uated . 

But t he critic must not only rid hims elf of bis; he 

must ·lso be villing to hol d i n abeyunce t hose gener lizations 

about a work or tradition which abo und i n literary circl e s. 

3 Nancy Huston Banks, "Two ecent Reviva ls in Re !ism, " 
The Bookman , IX (June, 1899) , 356. 
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Ile must be l>Tillin.g; to f'ollow the 'WT;rk itself, whe.c~,ve:c it 

may lead him. 

In short, ~ Octo 1:n1.s must ·bo evaluated o:n its mvn 

merits, not merely on those of the literary tradition to 

v/hich it blc:longs. This study htu; heun an attempt to move 

in that direction. It is up to futur(::) of 

to re-evaluate it in light of its intellectual consistency 

and artistic unity. 
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